Reforest Kalimantan Today!
Fairventures Worldwide and Fairventures Social Forestry are hiring
Junior Project Manager: Business and Market Development
Fairventures is a German-based organization that develops and manages large-scale forest landscape
restoration. Our approach is demand-driven: we link with the private sector and plan forestry
interventions with supply chain needs at the core. We partner with communities to develop and test
site-specific solutions, ranging from reforestation with fast-growing tree species to non-timber forest
products and agroforestry. We restore ecosystem services and create livelihood opportunities for local
communities on the ground, while contributing to the mitigation of climate change and creation of
added value along the entire value chain.

Fairventures Social Forestry
Fairventures Social Forest (FSF) is active on the Indonesian island of Kalimantan (Borneo). FSF works
on land provided by the Indonesian Government to local communities via Social Forestry Permits. FSF
cooperates with the local permit holders, providing required capital, management expertise, and
access to markets. FSF creates a sustainable supply chain in deforestation-free tropical timber,
transferring knowledge to the local population, implementing and managing sustainable processes,
monitoring with drone and web-based technology, and securing sales to established industry partners.
We cooperate on 4,000 ha of Social Forest plantation in Borneo and have begun large-scale planting.

A Future in Reforestation
FSF is currently looking for a candidate able to fill the role of Junior Project Manager Business and
Market Development. This is a one-year (minimum) position based in Palangka Raya, Central
Kalimantan with working visa. This is an entry-level position for candidates with the necessary skills
and is an excellent chance to engage in sustainable solutions. The Junior Project Manager is the link
between the CEO in Germany and the Operations teams on the ground.
Responsibilities include:
• Spending and budget management
• Creating / challenging work plans and coordinating multiple workstreams
• Coordination of project activities of FSF and for development projects aimed at the tropical
lightwood timber supply chain on Kalimantan
• Supervision of FSF team members, and the legal affairs officer in registration and government
negotiations
• Supporting the communications team to develop lobbying and government-relations strategy
• Supporting the outreach team to develop community relations strategies
• Reporting and problem solving on critical issues to the senior management team in Kalimantan
and in Germany
• Representing the CEO in meetings in Indonesia
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Ability to start immediately
Fluent Bahasa Indonesia and Fluent English are obligatory
Deep knowledge of Indonesian culture, preferably with knowledge of Dayak culture
Strong budget/ economic-management education or experience
Ability to create, analyze, communicate and execute action plans
Ability to successfully negotiate with Indonesian authorities
Ability to coordinate multi-national team members and navigate intercultural communication
Willingness to learn project cycle management and to use assigned management tools
Attention to detail and professionalism in planning, execution and reporting tasks
Ability to travel to the field and spend up to a week in basic forest conditions
Ability to work long hours under stress to meet deadlines and challenges

We are looking for a young professional who wants to learn and grow with Fairventures. We are on
the front line of the fight to mitigate the effects of climate change and we believe in making a
sustainable future for the communities we serve. We are dedicated to each other and to the work that
we are doing. Please reach out if you are interested in joining us.

Next Steps
Qualified candidates should send:
1) Cover letter
2) CV
To Fiona Dietz, fiona.dietz@fairventures.org
Interested candidates are encouraged to apply as soon as possible.
Posting date: 18 October 2019
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